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Hobbit J R Tolkien
J.R.R. Tolkien’s grand masterwork illustrated with
the art created by Tolkien himself as he envisioned
Middle-earth A PBS Great American Read Top 100
Pick One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find
them, One Ring to bring them all and in the darkness
bind them. In ancient times the Rings of Power were
crafted by the Elven-smiths, and Sauron, the Dark
Lord, forged the One Ring, filling it with his own
power so that he could rule all others. But the One
Ring was taken from him, and though he sought it
throughout Middle-earth, it remained lost to him.
After many ages it fell by chance into the hands of
the hobbit Bilbo Baggins. From Sauron’s fastness in
the Dark Tower of Mordor, his power spread far and
wide. Sauron gathered all the Great Rings to him,
but always he searched for the One Ring that would
complete his dominion. When Bilbo reached his
eleventy-first birthday he disappeared, bequeathing
to his young cousin Frodo the Ruling Ring and a
perilous quest: to journey across Middle-earth, deep
into the shadow of the Dark Lord, and destroy the
Ring by casting it into the Cracks of Doom. The Lord
of the Rings tells of the great quest undertaken by
Frodo and the Fellowship of the Ring: Gandalf the
Wizard; the hobbits Merry, Pippin, and Sam; Gimli
the Dwarf; Legolas the Elf; Boromir of Gondor; and a
tall, mysterious stranger called Strider. This new
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edition is illustrated with J.R.R. Tolkien’s own
artwork, created as he wrote the original text.
Tales and legends chronicling the world's beginnings
and the happenings of the First Age set the stage for
Tolkien's other classic works and focus on the theft
of the Elves' jewels by Morgoth, first dark Lord of
Middle-earth. Reissue.
For the first time in one volume, THE HISTORY OF
THE HOBBITpresents the complete unpublished text
of the original manuscript of J.R.R.Tolkien's THE
HOBBIT, accompanied by John Rateliff's lively and
informative account of how the book came to be
written and published. As well as recording the
numerous changes made to the story both before
and after publication, it examines - chapter-bychapter - why those changes were made and how
they reflect Tolkien's ever-growing concept of Middleearth.THE HOBBIT was first published on 21
September 1937. Like its successor, THE LORD OF
THE RINGS, it is a story that "grew in the telling",
and many characters and story threads in the
published text are completely different from what
Tolkien first wrote to read aloud to his young sons as
part of their "fireside reads".As well as reproducing
the original version of one of literature's most famous
stories, both on its own merits and as the foundation
for THE LORD OF THE RINGS, this new book
includes many little-known illustrations and
previously unpublished maps for THE HOBBIT by
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Tolkien himself. Also featured are extensive
annotations and commentaries on the date of
composition, how Tolkien's professional and early
mythological writings influenced the story, the
imaginary geography he created, and how Tolkien
came to revise the book years after publication to
accommodate events in THE LORD OF THE
RINGS.Like Christopher Tolkien's THE HISTORY
OF THE LORD OF THE RINGS before it, this is a
thoughtful yet exhaustive examination of one of the
most treasured stories in English literature. Long
overdue for a classic book now celebrating 75 years
in print, this companion edition offers fascinating new
insights for those who have grown up with this
enchanting tale, and will delight those who are about
to enter Bilbo's round door for the first time.
A great modern classic and the prelude to The Lord
of the Rings. Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a
comfortable, unambitious life, rarely traveling any
farther than his pantry or cellar. But his contentment
is disturbed when the wizard Gandalf and a
company of dwarves arrive on his doorstep one day
to whisk him away on an adventure. They have
launched a plot to raid the treasure hoard guarded
by Smaug the Magnificent, a large and very
dangerous dragon. Bilbo reluctantly joins their quest,
unaware that on his journey to the Lonely Mountain
he will encounter both a magic ring and a frightening
creature known as Gollum. “A glorious account of a
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magnificent adventure, filled with suspense and
seasoned with a quiet humor that is irresistible . . .
All those, young or old, who love a fine adventurous
tale, beautifully told, will take The Hobbit to their
hearts.” – New York Times Book Review
Contains over fifteen essays that discuss
philosophical topics in J.R.R. Tolkien's "The Hobbit"
providing new insights into the characters and plot.
Immerse yourself in Middle-earth with Tolkien's
classic masterpieces behind the films, telling the
complete story of Bilbo Baggins and the Hobbits'
epic encounters with Gandalf, Gollum, dragons and
monsters, in the quest to destroy the One Ring.
Bilbo Baggins, the hobbit, is a peaceful sort who
lives in a cozy hole in the Shire, a place where
adventures are uncommon - and rather unwanted.
So when the wizard Gandalf whisks him away on a
treasure-hunting expedition with a troop of rowdy
dwarves, he's not entirely thrilled. Encountering
ruthless trolls, beastly orcs, gigantic spiders, and
hungry wolves, Bilbo discovers within himself
astonishing strength and courage. And at the
ultimate confrontation with the fearsome dragon
Smaug, the hobbit will brave the dangers of the dark
and dragon fire alone and unaided.
First ever illustrated eBook of the classic bestseller
featuring more than 60 colour paintings and pencil
drawings by the award-winning artist, Alan Lee,
Conceptual Designer on Peter Jackson’s THE HOBBIT:
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AN UNEXPECTED JOURNEY.
Reveals the Christian elements that lie at the center of
"The Hobbit," explaining how Tolkien incorporated his
faith into his classic literary work.
John Ronald Reuel Tolkien (1892-1973) was a brilliant
writer who continues to leave his imaginative imprint on
the mind and hearts of readers. He was once called the
"creative equivalent of a people," and for more than sixty
years his Middle-earth tales have captivated and
delighted readers of all ages from all over the world. The
Hobbit has long been recognized as a children's fantasy
classic, and the heroic romance the Lord of the Rings
has been called the most influential story of all time.
These stories have sold over 150 million copies
worldwide and have been translated into over forty
languages, and they, along with works such as the
Silmarillion and the History of Middle-Earth, have
convinced scores of readers and critics that Tolkien is
the master writer of fantasy. Whether you've been a fan
for years or you've just recently been hooked by the
blockbuster Lord of the Rings movies, "I Am in Fact a
Hobbit" is an excellent starting point into the life and
work of J. R. R. Tolkien. Book jacket.
'Even the smallest person can change the course of the
future.' The prophetic words of Galadriel, addressed to
Frodo as he prepared to travel from Lothlorien to Mordor
to destroy the One Ring, are just as pertinent to J R R
Tolkien's own fiction. For decades, hobbits and the other
fantastical creatures of Middle-earth have captured the
imaginations of a fiercely loyal tribe of readers, all
enhanced by the immense success of Peter Jackson's
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films: first 'The Lord of the Rings', and now his new 'The
Hobbit'. But for all Tolkien's global fame and the
familiarity of modern culture with Gandalf, Bilbo, Frodo
and Sam, the sources of the great mythmaker's own
myth-making have been neglected. Mark Atherton here
explores the chief influences on Tolkien's work: his
boyhood in the West Midlands; the landscapes and
seascapes which shaped his mythologies; his
experiences in World War I; his interest in Scandinavian
myth; his friendships, especially with the other Oxfordbased Inklings; and the relevance of his themes,
especially ecological themes, to the present-day. There
and Back Again offers a unique guide to the varied
inspirations behind Tolkien's life and work, and sheds
new light on how a legend is born.
Tolkien’s works resonate with so many readers in part
because Bilbo, Frodo, Sam, Merry, and Pippin
demonstrate Classical, Judeo-Christian, Medieval, and
even Hindu and Confucian virtues. Tolkien ennobles the
small, the humble, and the marginalized in his Middleearth writings and presents leaders who are hesitant to
exercise power, are courteous, and value wisdom and
learning. Each chapter in Hobbit Virtues consists of a
wide-ranging discussion of a single virtue, exemplified by
a character in Middle-earth, explaining its philosophical
or theological roots and how the virtue is still relevant in
a modern democracy. It will also include appendices
where readers can find passages in Tolkien’s and
Lewis’s works that discuss virtue ethics, and a glossary
of virtues from ancient to modern, East to West.
Tolkien’s readers come from many different religious
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and secular backgrounds and the pleasure and
profundity of Hobbit Virtues is that mutual respect for
public virtues is, especially now, necessary for a wellfunctioning pluralistic society.
Presents a box set including the complete "Lord of the
Rings" trilogy, as well as its prequel, "The Hobbit."
Bilbo Baggins enjoys a quiet and contented life, with no
desire to travel far from the comforts of home; then one
day the wizard Gandalf and a band of dwarves arrive
unexpectedly and enlist his services - as a burglar - on a
dangerous expedition to raid the treasure-hoard of
Smaug the dragon. Bilbo's life is never to be the same
again.The Hobbit became an instant success when it
was first published in 1937, and more than 60 years later
Tolkien's epic tale of elves, dwarves, trolls, goblins,
myth, magic and adventure, with its reluctant hero Bilbo
Baggins, has lost none of its appeal.Bilbo Baggins has
taken his place among the ranks of the immortals of
children's fiction. Written by Professor Tolkien for his
own children, The Hobbit met with instant critical acclaim
when published - it was the Harry Potter of its
generation. With new Lord of the Rings movies around
the corner, this special Children's edition is designed to
put the book back where it belongs - at the top of every
child's 'must-read' list.
Probably the most famous children's book of modern times -regularly topping polls for "favourite book" and now available
in a Large Type format to complement The Lord of The Rings
Large Type trilogy. Bilbo Baggins enjoys a quiet and
contented life, with no desire to travel far from the comforts of
home; then one day the wizard Gandalf and a band of
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dwarves arrive unexpectedly and enlist his services -- as a
burglar -- on a dangerous expedition to raid the treasurehoard of Smaug the dragon. Bilbo's life is never to be the
same again. The Hobbit became an instant success when it
was first published in 1937, and more than 60 years later
Tolkien's epic tale of elves, dwarves, trolls, goblins, myth,
magic and adventure, with its reluctant hero Bilbo Baggins,
has lost none of its appeal.
Chronicles the adventures of Bilbo Baggins, who embarks on
a quest to reclaim stolen treasure from the dragon Smaug,
along with his dwarve companions and the wizard Gandalf,
and unwittingly returns to the Shire with a Ring of Power.
Exclusive to this Enhanced version of the eBook are recently
discovered audio recordings by J.R.R. Tolkien, and new highresolution colour images of all of Tolkien’s illustrations for the
book, many of which are also included in their earlier blackand-white versions and can be revealed by a simple swipe of
the screen.
The History of the Hobbit presents for the first time, in two
volumes, the complete unpublished text of the original
manuscript of J.R.R.Tolkien's The Hobbit, accompanied by
John Rateliff's lively and informative account of how the book
came to be written and published. As well as recording the
numerous changes made to the story both before and after
publication, it examines - chapter-by-chapter - why those
changes were made and how they reflect Tolkien's evergrowing concept of Middle-earth.The Hobbit was first
published on 21 September 1937. Like its successor, The
Lord of the Rings, it is a story that "grew in the telling", and
many characters and story threads in the published text are
completely different from what Tolkien first wrote to read
aloud to his young sons as part of their "fireside reads".As
well as reproducing the original version of one of literature's
most famous stories, both on its own merits and as the
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foundation for The Lord of the Rings, this new book includes
many little-known illustrations and previously unpublished
maps for The Hobbit by Tolkien himself. Also featured are
extensive annotations and commentaries on the date of
composition, how Tolkien's professional and early
mythological writings influenced the story, the imaginary
geography he created, and how Tolkien came to revise the
book years after publication to accommodate events in The
Lord of the Rings.Like Christopher Tolkien's The History of
The Lord of the Rings before it, this is a thoughtful yet
exhaustive examination of one of the most treasured stories
in English literature. Long overdue for a classic book now
celebrating 70 years in print, this companion edition offers
fascinating new insights for those who have grown up with
this enchanting tale, and will delight those who are about to
enter Bilbo's round door for the first time.
A father's diary, an artist's memoir. By the author of the bestselling Three Golden Keys. While my father was in China and
Tibet, he kept a diary, which was later locked in a red box.
We weren't allowed to touch the box. The stories I heard as a
little boy faded to a hazy dream, and my drawings from that
time make no sense. I cannot decipher them. It was not until I
myself had gone far, far away and received the message from
my father that I became interested in the red box again . . . In
New York, Peter Sis receives a letter from his father. "The
Red Box is now yours," it says. The brief note worries him
and pulls him back to Prague, where the contents of the red
box explain the mystery of his father's long absence during
the 1950s. Czechoslovakia was behind the iron curtain;
Vladimir Sis, a documentary filmmaker of considerable talent,
was drafted into the army and sent to China to teach
filmmaking. He left his wife, daughter, and young son, Peter,
thinking he would be home for Christmas. Two Christmases
would pass before he was heard from again: Vladimir Sis was
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lost in Tibet. He met with the Dalai Lama; he witnessed
China's invasion of Tibet. When he returned to Prague, he
dared not talk to his friends about all he had seen and
experienced. But over and over again he told Peter about his
Tibetan adventures. Weaving their two stories together - that
of the father lost in Tibet and that of the small boy in Prague,
lost without his father - Sis draws from his father's diary and
from his own recollections of his father's incredible tales to
reach a spiritual homecoming between father and son. With
his sublime pictures, inspired by Tibetan Buddhist art and
linking history to memory, Peter Sis gives us an extraordinary
book - a work of singular artistry and rare imagination. This
title has Common Core connections. Tibet Through the Red
Box is a 1999 Caldecott Honor Book and the winner of the
1999 Boston Globe - Horn Book Award for Special Citation.
Bilbo Baggins, a respectable, well-to-do hobbit, lives
comfortably in his hobbit-hole until the day the wandering
wizard Gandalf chooses him to take part in an adventure from
which he may never return.
In order to escape religious persecution, a group of English
Separatists set sail for America in 1620, hoping to establish a
new colony.

At the 2013 "Celebrating The Hobbit" conference at
Valparaiso University--marking the 75th anniversary of
the book's publication and the first installment of Peter
Jackson's Hobbit movies--two plenary papers were
presented: "Anchoring the Myth: The Impact of The
Hobbit on Tolkien's Legendarium" by John D. Rateliff
provided numerous examples of The Hobbit's influence
on Tolkien's legendarium; and "Tolkien's French
Connections" by Verlyn Flieger discussed French
influences on the development of Bilbo Baggins and his
adventures. In discussions with the plenary speakers
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and other presenters, it became apparent that a book
focusing on how The Hobbit influenced the subsequent
development of Tolkien's legendarium was sorely
needed. This collection of 15 previously unpublished
essays fills that need. With Rateliff's and Flieger's papers
included, the book presents two chapters on the
Evolution of the Dwarven Race, two chapters on Durin's
Day examining the Dwarven lunar calendar, and 11
chapters on themes exploring various topics on
influences and revisions between The Hobbit and
Tolkien's legendarium.
Bilbo, comme tous les hobbits, est un petit être paisible
et sans histoire. Son quotidien est bouleversé un beau
jour, lorsque Gandalf le magicien et treize nains barbus
l'entraînent dans un voyage périlleux. C'est le début
d'une grande aventure, d'une fantastique quête au trésor
semée d'embûches et d'épreuves, qui mènera Bilbo
jusqu'à la Montagne Solitaire gardée par le dragon
Smaug...
Everything you’ll ever need to know about Hobbits! The
history of J. R. R. Tolkien's fictional world of Middle-earth
starts with one magical word: Hobbit. From that word
came a sentence, and then a grand story poured forth to
create the infamous fantasy realm studied, written about,
and enjoyed by millions. The Hobbits of Tolkien
examines the origins of Tolkien’s most intriguing race.
Insightful commentary by Tolkien scholar David Day
explores their shire, their society, and their significance
in the epic tales of The Lord of the Rings. Illustrations,
charts, and commentary help bring this rich universe to
life, making it an invaluable reference book for Tolkien
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fans of all ages. This work is unofficial and is not
authorized by the Tolkien Estate or HarperCollins
Publishers.
After discovering the true nature of the One Ring, Bilbo
Baggins entrusts it to the care of his young cousin,
Frodo, who is charged with bringing about its destruction
and thus foiling the plans of the Dark Lord.
An annotated version of one of the most popular fantasy
adventures of all time includes biographical and
bibliographical notes, as well as linguistic data and
source materials.
The adventures of the well-to-do hobbit, Bilbo Baggins,
who lived happily in his comfortable home until a
wandering wizard granted his wish.
The fantasy adventures of a hobbit serve as the prequel
to The Lord Of The Rings trilogy.

"An admirable and thought-provoking consideration
of the underlying themes of The Hobbit, following the
there-and-back-again progress from its famous first
line on through to Bilbo's return home at the story's
end." -- Douglas A. Anderson, author of The
Annotated Hobbit The Hobbit is one of the most
widely read and best-loved books of the twentieth
century. Now Corey Olsen takes readers deep within
the text to uncover its secrets and delights. Exploring
J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Hobbit” is a fun, thoughtful,
and insightful companion volume designed to bring a
thorough and original new reading of this great work
to a general audience. Professor Corey Olsen takes
readers on an in-depth journey through The Hobbit
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chapter by chapter, revealing the stories within the
story: the dark desires of dwarves and the sublime
laughter of elves, the nature of evil and its
hopelessness, the mystery of divine providence and
human choice, and, most of all, the transformation
within the life of Bilbo Baggins. Exploring J.R.R.
Tolkien’s “The Hobbit” is a book that will make The
Hobbit come alive for readers as never before.
The Hobbit, Or, There and Back AgainHoughton
Mifflin Harcourt
Immerse yourself in Middle-earth with Tolkien's
classic masterpiece, telling the complete story of
Bilbo Baggins and the Hobbits' epic encounters with
Gandalf, Gollum, dragons and monsters, in the quest
to destroy the One Ring. When they were first
published, The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings
became instant classics. Treasured by readers
young and old, these works of sweeping fantasy,
steeped in unrivalled magic and otherworldliness
have sold more than 150 million copies around the
world. This new boxed set offers readers a new
opportunity to discover Tolkien's remarkable world of
Middle-earth and to follow the complete story of
Bilbo Baggins and the Hobbits' part in the epic quest
for the Ring - beginning with Bilbo's fateful visit from
Gandalf and culminating in the dramatic climax
between Frodo and Gollum atop Mount Doom and
Bilbo's departure to the Grey Havens.
This deluxe hardcover edition of J.R.R. Tolkien's
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classic prelude to his Lord of the Rings trilogy
contains a short introduction by Christopher Tolkien,
a reset text incorporating the most up-to-date
corrections, and all of Tolkien’s own drawings and
full-color illustrations, including the rare “Mirkwood”
piece. J.R.R. Tolkien's own description for the
original edition: "If you care for journeys there and
back, out of the comfortable Western world, over the
edge of the Wild, and home again, and can take an
interest in a humble hero (blessed with a little
wisdom and a little courage and considerable good
luck), here is a record of such a journey and such a
traveler. The period is the ancient time between the
age of Faerie and the dominion of men, when the
famous forest of Mirkwood was still standing, and the
mountains were full of danger. In following the path
of this humble adventurer, you will learn by the way
(as he did) -- if you do not already know all about
these things -- much about trolls, goblins, dwarves,
and elves, and get some glimpses into the history
and politics of a neglected but important period. For
Mr. Bilbo Baggins visited various notable persons;
conversed with the dragon, Smaug the Magnificent;
and was present, rather unwillingly, at the Battle of
the Five Armies. This is all the more remarkable,
since he was a hobbit. Hobbits have hitherto been
passed over in history and legend, perhaps because
they as a rule preferred comfort to excitement. But
this account, based on his personal memoirs, of the
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one exciting year in the otherwise quiet life of Mr.
Baggins will give you a fair idea of the estimable
people now (it is said) becoming rather rare. They do
not like noise."
Analyzes and illuminates Tolkien's lesser-known
achievements as an artist and collects the complete
artwork created for "The Hobbit," including over one
hundred sketches, paintings, maps, and plans.
The Lord of the Rings trilogy has delighted millions
of fans worldwide in book and movie form. With the
theatrical release of the two-part film The Hobbit
slated for 2012 and 2013, attention will once again
turn to J. R. R. Tolkien's classic works. In a culture
where truth is relative and morality is viewed as oldfashioned, we welcome the chance to view the world
through hobbit eyes: we have free will, our choices
matter, and living a morally heroic life is possible. In
this engaging and thought-provoking book, Tolkien
expert Matthew Dickerson shows how a Christian
worldview and Christian themes undergird Tolkien's
Middle-earth writings and how they are
fundamentally important to understanding his vision.
This revised and expanded edition of Following
Gandalf includes new material on torture, social
justice, and the importance of the body.
Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable
and quiet life. His contentment is disturbed one day
when the wizard, Gandalf, and the dwarves arrive to
take him away on an adventure. Smaug certainly
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looked fast asleep, when Bilbo peeped once more
from the entrance. He was just about to step out on
to the floor when he caught a sudden thin ray of red
from under the drooping lid of Smaug's left eye. He
was only pretending to sleep! He was watching the
tunnel entrance!Whisked from his comfortable hobbithole by Gandalf the wizard and a band of dwarves.
Bilbo Baggins finds himself caught up in a plot to raid
the treasure hoard of Smaug the Magnificent, a large
and very dangerous dragon...
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